
JOHN ROMERO
Mechanical Engineer

Johnl43@email.com

(123) 456-7890

Atlanta, GA

linkedin.com/in/Jo-rom

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science

Mechanical Engineering

University of Georgia
1996 - 2000

Atlanta, GA

SKILLS
CAD/CAM
Leadership

Analysis
Creativity

Attention to Detail

Collaboration
Problem-solving

Teamwork

Communication

CERTIFICATIONS/
LICENSES

Engineers License

CAREER OBJECTIVE
Dedicated and results-oriented mechanical engineer with 10+ years
experience aspiring to work for a successful company like AKS, where I
can use my extensive skills and expertise in the development and
evaluation of mechanical designs to further the company's advancement.

WORK EXPERIENCE
Mechanical Engineer
Summit

2016 - current Atlanta, GA

Performed initial and ongoing design reviews for 100% of projects
for the team, with an 88% acceptance rate by leadership
Delivered documentation giving critical analysis and suggestions for
correcting errors with a 98% adoption of recommendations
Reviewed CAD drawings from junior team members for accuracy,
making suggestions for improvement and increasing leadership
satisfaction by 10%
Managed the development of accurate accounting of all engineering
hours required for various projects, increasing accuracy by 14%

Managed CAD/CAM software and trained on increasing knowledge
to earn advanced certification, passing with 96% accuracy

Mechanical Engineer
Genex Systems, LLC

2004 - 2016 Atlanta, GA

Formulated scope of work for each project, including budgetary
numbers and goal of each project, achieving a 100% goal attainment
within budget
Built program to track process deficiencies and developed solutions
to improve, reducing process deficiencies by 47%

Led effort to prioritize projects with the engineering team
Utilized a new CAD/CAM system to reduce team time spent and
increase efficiency by 23%

Awarded Team Engineer of The Year for 5 years

Cashier
Home Depot

2002 - 2004 Atlanta, GA

Led cashier team in processing returns while adhering to company
policies and procedures

Operated paint station after training and trained other crew
members, increasing paint sales by 7%
Implemented a new in-store promotion for home blinds, increasing
traffic to the blinds department by 13% with a sales increase of 6%

Managed all transactions, cash, debit, credit, and store credit card,
reconciling drawer with 100% accuracy

Led cashier team in opening or closing procedures 5 days a week


